
- In their place, a new view is being established, one in which talent is determined far less by 

our genes and far more by our actions: specifically, the combination of intensive practice and 

motivation that produces brain growth. 

- it. I scribbled down tips like Always exaggerate new moves; Shrink the practice space; and 

(my personal favorite) Take lots of naps. Over the course of the year, a forest of pink grew 

along the edges of my notebook. 

- The tips I’ve collected fall into three natural categories, which form the sections of this book: 

Getting Started: ideas for igniting motivation and creating a blueprint for the skills you want 

to build. Improving Skills: methods and techniques for making the most progress in the least 

time. Sustaining Progress: strategies for overcoming plateaus, keeping motivational fires lit, 

and building habits for long-term success. 

- it all adds up to the basic truth: Small actions, repeated over time, transform us. 

- Talent begins with brief, powerful encounters that spark motivation by linking your identity 

to a high-performing person or group. This is called ignition, and it consists of a tiny, world-

shifting thought lighting up your unconscious mind: I could be them. 

- STARE AT WHO YOU WANT TO BECOME 

- Studies show that even a brief connection with a role model can vastly increase unconscious 

motivation. 

- Many talent hotbeds are fueled by the windshield phenomenon 

- The 5th Special Forces Group of the Green Berets recently started a leadership-training 

program in which soldiers spent several weeks in the executive offices of General Electric. The 

soldiers went to the office each morning and accompanied the execs throughout their 

workday, with no responsibilities other than to simply observe. And when the soldiers 

returned to their unit, the commanders noticed a significant boost in performance, 

communication, and leadership. “It was definitely a success,” 

- Think of your windshield as an energy source for your brain. Use pictures (the walls of many 

talent hotbeds are cluttered with photos and posters of their stars) or, better, video. One idea: 

Bookmark a few YouTube videos, and watch them before you practice, or at night before you 

go to bed. 

- SPEND FIFTEEN MINUTES A DAY ENGRAVING THE SKILL ON YOUR BRAIN 

- A few years back, for the TV show 60 Minutes, the tennis teacher and author Timothy Gallwey 

assembled a group of middle-aged people who’d never played tennis before. He gave them a 

brief test of ability, and then selected the woman who showed the least potential. Then, 

without uttering a word, Gallwey began to hit a forehand while the woman watched. He 

directed her attention to his feet, his grip, and the rhythm of the stroke. The woman watched 

intently, then began to emulate his moves. Within twenty minutes, she was hitting a 

shockingly decent forehand. 



- For mental skills, simulate the skill by re-creating the expert’s decision patterns. Chess 

players achieve this by replaying classic games, move by move; public speakers do it by 

regiving great speeches complete with original inflections; 

- writers I know achieve this effect by retyping passages verbatim from great works. 

- STEAL WITHOUT APOLOGY 

- All improvement is about absorbing and applying new information, and the best source of 

information is top performers. So steal it. Stealing has a long tradition in art, sports, and 

design, where it often goes by the name of “influence.” 

- “Sweetheart, you gotta steal like crazy. Look at every single performer better than you and 

see what they’ve got that you can use. Then make it your own.” 

- Stealing helps shed light on some mysterious patterns of talent—for instance, why the 

younger members of musical families so often are also the most talented. 

- Ask yourself: What, exactly, are the critical moves here? How do they perform those moves 

differently than I do? 

- BUY A NOTEBOOK 

- A HIGH PERCENTAGE of top performers keeps some form of daily performance journal. 

Tennis champion Serena Williams and former World Series MVP Curt Schilling use notebooks; 

the rapper Eminem and the choreographer Twyla Tharp use shoeboxes, which they fill with 

ideas written on scrap paper. 

- Results from today. Ideas for tomorrow. Goals for next week. 

- Feeling stupid is no fun. But being willing to be stupid—in other words, being willing to risk 

the emotional pain of making mistakes—is absolutely essential, because reaching, failing, and 

reaching again is the way your brain grows and forms new connections. 

- CHOOSE SPARTAN OVER LUXURIOUS 

- Simple, humble spaces help focus attention on the deep-practice task at hand: reaching and 

repeating and struggling. When given the choice between luxurious and spartan, choose 

spartan. Your unconscious mind will thank you. 

- BEFORE YOU START, FIGURE OUT IF IT’S A HARD SKILL OR A SOFT SKILL 

- HARD, HIGH-PRECISION SKILLS are actions that are performed as correctly and consistently 

as possible, every time. They are skills that have one path to an ideal result; skills that you 

could imagine being performed by a reliable robot. Hard skills are about repeatable precision, 

and tend to be found in specialized pursuits, particularly physical ones. 

  Kind learning environments 

- SOFT, HIGH-FLEXIBILITY SKILLS, on the other hand, are those that have many paths to a good 

result, not just one. These skills aren’t about doing the same thing perfectly every time, but 

rather about being agile and interactive; about instantly recognizing patterns as they unfold 



and making smart, timely choices. Soft skills tend to be found in broader, less-specialized 

pursuits, especially those that involve communication, 

  Wicked learning environments 

- Soft skills are about the three Rs: Reading, Recognizing, and Reacting. 

- Is a teacher or coach usually involved in the early stages? If the answer is yes, then it’s likely 

a hard skill. If it’s no, then it’s a soft skill. 

  Teacher hard kill  coach for soft skimm 

- TO DEVELOP RELIABLE hard skills, you need to connect the right wires in your brain. In this, 

it helps to be careful, slow, and keenly attuned to errors. To work like a careful carpenter. 

- Another example can be found on a worn piece of paper inside the wallet of Tom Brady, the 

three-time Super Bowl–winning quarterback of the New England Patriots. On that paper is a 

handwritten list of fundamental keys to throwing technique. All of them are simple (example: 

“Throw down the hall”), and all of them connect to the drills Brady’s been doing with his 

personal coach Tom Martinez since he was fourteen years old. 

- TO BUILD SOFT SKILLS, PLAY LIKE A SKATEBOARDER 

- While hard skills are best put together with measured precision (see Tip #8), soft skills are 

built by playing and exploring inside challenging, ever-changing environments. These are 

places where you encounter different obstacles and respond to them over and over, building 

the network of sensitive wiring you need to read, recognize, and react. 

- Even the most creative skills—especially the most creative skills—require long periods of 

clumsiness. 

- The early Brontë stories, like Fey’s early improv work, aren’t very good—and that’s precisely 

the point. They became skilled by performing thousands of intensive reaches and reps in an 

endlessly challenging, variable, engaging space. 

- When you practice a soft skill, focus on making a high number of varied reps, and on getting 

clear feedback. Don’t worry too much about making errors—the important thing is to explore. 

Soft skills are often more fun to practice, but they’re also tougher because they demand that 

you coach yourself. After each session ask yourself, What worked? What didn’t? And why? 

- HONOR THE HARD SKILLS 

- The NFL quarterback Peyton Manning spends the first segment of every practice doing basic 

footwork drills—the kind they teach twelve-year-olds. These performers don’t say to 

themselves, “Hey, I’m one of the most talented people in the world—shouldn’t I be doing 

something more challenging?” They resist the temptation of complexity and work on the task 

of honing and maintaining their hard skills, because those form—quite literally—the 

foundation of everything else. 

- DON’T FALL FOR THE PRODIGY MYTH 



- Early success turns out to be a weak predictor of long-term success. 

- Dr. Carol Dweck of Stanford University, is that the praise and attention prodigies receive lead 

them to instinctively protect their “magical” status by taking fewer risks, which eventually 

slows their learning. 

- If you have early success, do your best to ignore the praise and keep pushing yourself to the 

edges of your ability, where improvement happens. If you don’t have early success, don’t quit. 

Instead, treat your early efforts as experiments, not as verdicts. Remember, this is a marathon, 

not a sprint. 

- FIVE WAYS TO PICK A HIGH-QUALITY TEACHER OR COACH 

- This underlines a large truth: Teaching is not an eloquence contest; it is about creating a 

connection and delivering useful information. 

- The key to deep practice is to reach. This means to stretch yourself slightly beyond your 

current ability, spending time in the zone of difficulty called the sweet spot. It means 

embracing the power of repetition, so the action becomes fast and automatic. 

- THERE IS A place, right on the edge of your ability, where you learn best and fastest. It’s called 

the sweet spot. 

- Percentage of Successful Attempts: 50–80 percent. 

- In this fashion, working instinctively, she learned the song. McPherson calculated that 

Clarissa learned more in that span of five minutes than she would have learned in an entire 

month practicing her normal way, in which she played songs straight through, ignoring any 

mistakes. Why? Picture the wires of Clarissa’s brain during those five minutes. Each time she 

made a mistake, she was 1) sensing it and 2) fixing it, welding the right connection in her brain. 

Each time she repeated the passage, she was strengthening those connections and linking 

them together. She was not just practicing. She was building her brain. She was in the sweet 

spot. 

  You make a mistake and you start again 

- The key word is “barely.” Ask yourself: If you tried your absolute hardest, what could you 

almost do? Mark the boundary of your current ability, and aim a little beyond it. That’s your 

spot. 

- Instead of counting minutes or hours, count reaches and reps. 

- Practice one chunk by itself until you’ve mastered it—then connect more chunks, one by 

one, exactly as you would combine letters to form a word. Then combine those chunks into 

still bigger chunks. And so on. 

- No matter what skill you set out to learn, the pattern is always the same: See the whole thing. 

Break it down to its simplest elements. Put it back together. Repeat. 

- As John Wooden put it, “Never mistake mere activity for accomplishment.” 



- daily SAP: smallest achievable perfection. 

- when it comes to developing your talent, struggle isn’t an option—it’s a biological necessity. 

- The other advantage of practicing daily is that it becomes a habit. The act of practicing—

making time to do it, doing it well—can be thought of as a skill in itself, perhaps the most 

important skill of all. 

- Good coaches share a knack for transforming the most mundane activities—especially the 

most mundane activities—into games. The governing principle is this: If it can be counted, it 

can be turned into a game. 

- The world-class performers spent five times as many hours practicing alone. 

- As the North Carolina women’s soccer coach Anson Dorrance said, “The vision of a champion 

is someone who is bent over, drenched in sweat, at the point of exhaustion, when no one else 

is watching.” 

- Whenever possible, create a vivid image for each chunk you want to learn. The images don’t 

have to be elaborate, just easy to see and feel. 

- Develop the habit of attending to your errors right away. Don’t wince, don’t close your eyes; 

look straight at them and see what really happened, and ask yourself what you can do next to 

improve. Take mistakes seriously, but never personally. 

- Mistakes aren’t really mistakes, then—they’re the information you use to build the right 

links. The more you pay attention to mistakes and fix them, the more of the right connections 

you’ll be building inside your brain. Visualizing this process as it happens helps you reinterpret 

mistakes as what they actually are: tools for building skill. 

- Over time, signal speeds increase to 200 mph from 2 mph. When you practice, it’s useful and 

motivating to visualize the pathways of your brain being transformed from simple copper 

wires to high-speed broadband, because that’s what’s really happening. 

- Poets and writers shrink the field by using restrictive meters to force themselves into a small 

creative form—such as with haiku and micro-writing exercises. 

- Super-slow practice works like a magnifying glass: It lets us sense our errors more clearly, 

and thus fix them. 

- Closing your eyes is a swift way to nudge you to the edges of your ability, to get you into your 

sweet spot. It sweeps away distraction and engages your other senses to provide new 

feedback. 

- ONE OF THE most fulfilling moments of a practice session is when you have your first perfect 

rep. When this happens, freeze. Rewind the mental tape and play the move again in your 

mind. Memorize the feeling, the rhythm, the physical and mental sensations. The point is to 

mark this moment—this is the spot where you want to go again and again. 

- Albert Einstein was good at physics, and he was really good at his daily post-lunch twenty-

minute snooze. Other famous nappers include Leonardo da Vinci, Napoleon Bonaparte, 



Winston Churchill, Thomas Edison, Ronald Reagan, John F. Kennedy, and John D. Rockefeller. 

Spend time with any professional athletic team, and you’ll find that they’re also professional 

nappers. 

- To learn a new move, exaggerate it. 

- THERE’S A MOMENT just before every rep when you are faced with a choice: You can either 

focus your attention on the target (what you want to do) or you can focus on the possible 

mistake (what you want to avoid). This tip is simple: Always focus on the positive move, not 

the negative one. 

- closing the book and writing a summary forces you to figure out the key points (one set of 

reaches), process and organize those ideas so they make sense (more reaches), and write 

them on the page (still more reaches, along with repetition). The equation is always the same: 

More reaching equals more learning. 

- He discovered that our brains make stronger connections when they’re stimulated three 

times with a rest period of ten minutes between each stimulation. The real-world translation: 

To learn something most effectively, practice it three times, with ten-minute breaks between 

each rep. 

- At Meadowmount, the music school, teachers will provide an impromptu test by tucking a 

five-dollar bill inside a student’s cello or violin—if he plays the song perfectly, he wins the 

money. 

- Each letter stands for a key element of deep practice. R: Reaching and Repeating E: 

Engagement P: Purposefulness S: Strong, Speedy Feedback. 

- Teacher B chose the better option because it creates thirty reaches per question. In 

Classroom A, only one student has to reach—everybody else can lean back and observe. In 

Classroom B, however, every single member of the class has to reach in case their name is 

called. 

- Result: Student B made the better choice, because the method is more engaging. Playing a 

passage twenty times in a row is boring, a chore where you’re simply counting the reps until 

you’re done. But playing five times perfectly, when any mistake sends you back to zero, is 

intensively engaging. 

- ELEMENT 3: PURPOSEFULNESS. Does the task directly connect to the skill you want to build? 

- Result: Student B made the better choice, because the feedback is direct and immediate. 

Learning swiftly where she went wrong (and where she went right) will tend to stick, while 

finding out a week later will have little effect. 

- When given a choice between two practice methods, or when you’re inventing a new test or 

game, pick the one that maximizes these four qualities, the one with the most R.E.P.S. 

- when it comes to learning, the science is clear: Exhaustion is the enemy. Fatigue slows brains. 

It triggers errors, lessens concentration, and leads to shortcuts that create bad habits. It’s no 



coincidence that most talent hotbeds put a premium on practicing when people are fresh, 

usually in the morning, if possible. When exhaustion creeps in, it’s time to quit. 

- THE PREVIOUS TIP was about the importance of practicing when you’re fresh. This tip is about 

a different kind of freshness, which comes in the moment just after a performance, game, or 

competition. At that moment, practicing is probably the last thing you want to do. But it’s the 

first thing you should do, if you’re not too worn out, because it helps you target your weak 

points and fix them. 

- Just before falling asleep, they play a movie of their idealized performance in their heads. A 

wide body of research supports this idea, linking visualization to improved performance, 

motivation, mental toughness, and confidence. 

- A PRACTICE SESSION should end like a good meal—with a small, sweet reward. 

- SOONER OR LATER, no matter who you are, you’ll find yourself being a teacher, a coach, or 

a mentor. It might happen at home, at work, or on the playing field, but when it happens, it 

helps to have a few basic skills. Here, from the master coaches I’ve researched, are six pieces 

of advice. 

- Use the First Few Seconds to Connect on an Emotional Level 

- Avoid Giving Long Speeches—Instead, Deliver Vivid Chunks of Information 

- Be Allergic to Mushy Language 

- Make a Scorecard for Learning 

- The solution is to create your own scorecard. Pick a metric that measures the skill you want 

to develop, and start keeping track of 

- For example, I’ve encountered a number of top soccer, basketball, and hockey coaches who 

track the number of smart passes their team makes during a game, and who use this number—

not the score—as the most accurate measure of their team’s success. The players catch on, 

and try to exceed themselves each game. Regardless of what happens on the scoreboard, this 

number gives them an accurate way to measure their real progress. 

  Process over outcomes 

- The usual scorecard of customer-service success is customers served per hour. But for Hsieh, 

that scorecard made no sense. He didn’t want to be merely efficient—he wanted to make 

people happy. So Zappos ignored the usual scorecard and began tracking the occasions when 

their customer-service representatives went above and beyond the call of duty—“delivering 

wow,” in Zappos parlance. 

- Maximize “Reachfulness” 

- Some progressive schools increase reachfulness through a technique called “flipping the 

classroom.” The term refers to changing the traditional model, in which students spend class 

time listening to a lecture and then do reinforcement work at home. In a flipped classroom, 

students do the reverse. They listen to lectures at home, online, and spend class time actively 



struggling with the work: doing problems, wrestling with concepts—in essence, reaching—

while the teacher walks around, coach-style, and helps individuals one at a time. In a yearlong 

study of algebra students at one California high school, the flipped classroom scored 23 

percent higher on tests than the conventional classroom. 

- Ask yourself: What kind of space will create the most reachful environment? How can you 

replace moments of passivity with moments of active learning? 

- Aim to Create Independent Learners 

- Aim instead to create an environment where people can keep reaching on their own. 

Whenever possible, step away and create moments of independence. 

- As the martial artist and actor Bruce Lee said, “I fear not the man who has practiced ten 

thousand kicks once, but I fear the man who has practiced one kick ten thousand times.” 

- As the artist Chuck Close says, “Inspiration is for amateurs.” 

- A five-to-one ratio of practice time to performance time is a good starting point; ten to one 

is even better. 

- TO LEARN IT MORE DEEPLY, TEACH IT 

- When you see someone struggle, and help them through it, you improve your ability to deal 

with your own struggles. The saying “Those who can’t do, teach” should be rewritten as “Doers 

who teach do better.” 

- GIVE A NEW SKILL A MINIMUM OF EIGHT WEEKS 

- A recent study at Massachusetts General Hospital showed that practicing meditation for 

twenty-seven minutes a day created lasting brain changes in (you guessed it) eight weeks. 

- Constructing and honing neural circuitry takes time, no matter who you are; and 2) Resilience 

and grit are vital tools, particularly in the early phases of learning. 

- One way to do this is to speed things up—to force yourself to do the task faster than you 

normally would. Or you can slow things down—going so slowly that you highlight previously 

undetected mistakes. Or you can do the task in reverse order, turn it inside out or upside 

down. It doesn’t matter which technique you use, as long as you find a way to knock yourself 

out of autopilot and into your sweet spot. 

- GRIT IS THAT mix of passion, perseverance, and self-discipline that keeps us moving forward 

in spite of obstacles. 

- Grit isn’t inborn. It’s developed, like a muscle, and that development starts with awareness. 

To take Duckworth’s test, do a computer search for “Grit Survey” (or go directly to 

www.authentichappiness.sas.upenn.edu/tests/SameAnswers/t.aspx?id=1246 

- Keeping our big goals to ourselves is one of the smartest goals we can set. 


